e curved screen has a racted considerable a entions in recent years, since it enables to enlarge the view angle and to enhance the immersive perception for users. However, existing curved surface projections are frequently prone to geometric distortion or loss of content. is paper presents a content-aware and depth-aware image adaptation solution for curved displays. An e cient optimization approach of image deformation is proposed to preserve local scene content and to minimize scene geometry distortion. To follow the original 3D perception of objects in di erent depth layers, the depth information is re-mapped for individual content scaling. Objective evaluation results reveal that our approach can e ectively preserve foreground objects. We also perform a subjective evaluation of the proposed solution, and compare it to two alternative mapping methods, which are tested on di erent curvatures on both a traditional screen and an ad-hoc curvature-controllable curved display. Experimental results demonstrate that our approach outperforms other existing mapping methods for immersive display of rectangle images on curved screens.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for pro t or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the rst page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permi ed. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior speci c permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. purpose in mind [21, 25] . Following this trend, mainstream manufacturers are currently investing in the production of curved displays, both in the TV and in the smartphone sector. e idea of curved screens is by no means new, as curved projection surfaces are commonly used in cinemas across the globe. e curvature is enforced to avoid distortion which would normally occur towards the vertical edges of a at screen, given the considerable distance between the projector and the screen. Here, the feeling of immersion comes from the considerable size of the projection surface. In contrast, curved screen TVs and curved smartphone displays rely on the curvature to provide the user with an immersive viewing experience.
Displaying a rectangular input image on a curved surface is not straightforward. Speci cally, the input image has to be adapted to the curved surface in a way that: 1) the local content in the scene should avoid being roughly cut or implausibly stretched in the output domain; 2) the objects belonging to di erent depth layers should be scaled individually, and 3) the scene geometry should not be unreasonably deformed.
In this paper, we introduce an e cient content-aware and depthaware mesh-based warping from a planar input image to a curved screen display. e input rectangular image is rstly mapped onto an intermediary planar surface with curved top and bo om boundaries. e intermediary planar image then undergoes a perspective projection onto the curved surface. Our method introduces minimal distortion to foreground objects and ensures local similarity preservation even for small depth content elements.
In summary, the main contributions in this paper are as follows:
• We are the rst to describe the problem of the contentaware and depth-aware curved screen display adaptation for rectangle images; • We introduce an e cient global energy-based solution to nd the desired image deformation for the curved screen display;
• We perform a subjective evaluation of our proposed method, employing an ad-hoc curvature-controllable curved screen display system.
RELATED WORK
e proposed work mainly focuses on the mapping from the input image to the curved screen, which technically requires image scaling (or image retargeting). Naive approaches in image retargeting came in the form of cropping or uniform scaling. However, while the rst inadvertently implies loss of content, the second will typically introduce visible distortion in important areas. Consequently, [1, 19, 22, 24, 27, 28] . Such methods progressively eliminate low energy seams until the image reaches its target dimension. Classical seam carving [27] assumed seams that span the entire height or width of the image, and comprise exactly one pixel per row or, correspondingly, column of the image. Mans eld et al. [19] employ a user-provided relative depth map in obtaining a layer decomposition of the input image. Shen et al. [28] have developed a depth-aware single image seam carving approach. Gradient vector ow and saliency guide the seam removal in [1] . Seam carving has also been investigated in the context of video data [24] . As an extension work, [22] allows for irregular output domains.
As successful as seam carving methods have been in the area of image retargeting, loss of content is still implied. An alternative comes in the form of continuous methods, which involve meshbased warping models on the image. Particularly, such methods segment the input image into pixels, which are then subjected to a non-uniform deformation. e deformation is the result of an optimization process that accounts for spatial constraints such that the deformation distortion on important pixels/regions is minimized.
Much like seam carving methods, a subclass of continuous methods focus on resizing and, consequently, assumes a planar input and output. e methods in [4, 8, 12] consider planar regions, straight lines or vanishing points when minimizing the deformation distortion. Mapping stitched panoramic images has also been addressed in [15] . Chang et al. [6] introduce a Hough space formulation of the deformation energy to preserve salient regions, and line structures. Inspired by the Scene carving work [18] , Lee et al. [13] introduce a hybrid method for stereoscopic image resizing. Wang et al. [29] proposed an image resizing method that assigns spatially varying factors by optimization. In [32] , the distortion energy is distributed to relatively non-salient regions of an image. Finally, while most methods perform conformal mappings relying on quad meshes, Guo et al. [11] opt for a saliency-based Delaunay triangulation of the input image.
A second class of continuous methods addresses the issue of retargeting between a planar image and a spherical or cylindrical alternative. Early e orts were made by Levy et al. [14] , which investigated texture mapping via a quasi-conformal parameterization. [5] proposed a semi-automatic mapping from a wide-angle image on the viewing sphere, to a at image. Chang et al. [7] introduced a two-step projection model, wherein a viewing hemisphere is mapped to the image plane. Finally, mapping planar images to curved surfaces has been addressed in [25] and [23] . Speci cally, Sajadi et al. [25] estimate the camera parameters and projector properties for cylindrical displays. In order to achieve seamless display on a curved screen using overlapping projectors, Raskar et al. [23] address geometric calibration and alignment issues. e discrete Ricci ow-based conformal mapping of [21] was investigated to provide a natural immersive e ect in speci c virtual reality environments (e.g. 5-sided CAVEs).
e literature provides several extensions of continuous video deformation methods, such as video resizing [30] , video stabilization [16] and sheye video correction [31] . Compressed-domain alternatives have been provided in [9] and [33] to meet low memory requirements in mobile phones. It should be noted that in the aforementioned works the output is still a rectangular planar image.
Our depth-based image deformation approach belongs to the second class of retargeting methods (i.e. with continuous deformation), and our target display can be seen as embedded in a cylindrical domain. We note that when displaying content on such a curved screen, the deformed output image has a non-rectangular shape that discrete methods cannot produce.
With respect to other continuous methods, [5, 7, 14] consider a curved input and a planar output. In contrast, our method addresses the inverse problem of projecting a planar image onto a curved surface. Moreover, we target a cylindrical, rather than a spherical output. We note that the literature distinguishes between these two cases; due to their di erent behavior near the zenith and the nadir, separate projection models need to be investigated. In addition, to our knowledge, there is no content-based warping method in current literature that automatically maps an image to a variablecurvature surface.
Finally, both [21] and our proposed method target local shapepreservation. However, we focus on curved screen displays, whereas [21] targets at panel displays. Additionally, our image deformation is subjected to several constraints such as straight line preservation and depth-based scaling.
PROPOSED METHOD 3.1 Problem formulation
Our target display can be seen as embedded in a cylindrical domain. Fig. 1 shows the mapping relation between the image plane, de ned by the at rectangle ABCD, and the curved screen. e center of curvature V is the viewpoint. Rectangular images can be displayed on such curved surfaces in one of two ways: (i) by positioning a projector in the center V of the circle describing the curvature (i.e. the viewpoint), and subsequently projecting the input images, or (ii) by stretching the input images to t the desired output domain, then directly displaying them on the screen surface (e.g. with Liquid Crystal Displays (LCDs)).
Reverse perspective mapping (w.r.t. the viewpoint V ) of the content on the curved screen will produce an image on the image plane. us, in order to investigate di erent display solutions on the curved screen, one needs to (i) derive an optimized mapping relation between the image plane and the curved screen, and (ii) accurately assess any occurring distortion between the input image and its correspondent on the image plane.
Suppose the width and height of the input image are w and h, respectively. Here we refer to pixels in the original image as P(x, ), where x and denote the column and row index (relative to the tople corner), respectively. Similarly, pixels in the deformed image on the image plane are denoted byP(x,ˆ ). Finally, pixels in the output image, i.e. on the curved screen, are denoted by P s (x s , s ).
e literature provides several classical approaches to mapping, such as perspective and uniform mapping. e perspective mapping relation between the input image and and its correspondent in the image plane assumes that each pixel coordinates follows the relation:
where r is the radius of the screen curvature, d is the distance between the center of the curved screen and the center of the image plane, and θ represents the deformation angle. In the case of perspective projection, it requires imposing the constraint 0 <ˆ < h in Eq. 1, on the width of the output image. is implies that the visible content on the image plane will be less than the content in the input image. Consequently, the visible content on the image plane will appear cropped. An alternative solution comes in the form of uniform mapping, i.e. uniformly scaling the input image and directly displaying the result on the curved screen. When mapping the output result on the image plane by means of a reversed perspective projection (w.r.t. the viewpoint), the following should hold:
In contrast to the two previously-mentioned methods, the proposed mapping is content-aware, and guided by the depth information of the input image. Our method involves mapping the original rectangular image onto a planar surface whose top and bo om boundaries are represented by symmetrical curves. e geometry of the boundaries is dictated by the curvature of the display surface. e intermediary planar image is then re-mapped onto the curved surface (see the proposed framework in Fig. 2 ). In particular, we impose the following four constraints on the image deformation: (i) the shape of all individual content elements should be locally preserved as much as possible between input and output;
(ii) foreground objects should incur minimal scaling distortion; (iii) straight lines should be well preserved in the deformed image; and (iv) the deformed image should be well aligned to the (straight) vertical, and (curved) horizontal boundaries of the curved screen. We will tackle each of these constraints in the following subsections.
Globally optimized energy based image deformation
Local similarity preservation: Mapping a rectangular image to a curved display is open to multiple valid solutions. Following the modeling in [32] , we prefer that the entire output image appears less distorted in terms of shapes and angles of the local content, and that the distortion is smoothly changed in the 2D coordinates. is can be achieved if each point to be mapped undergoes a conformal mapping (or similarity transformation). Let us assumeṔ(x,´ ) to be a pixel in the deformed image on the image plane. Moreover, letṔ(x,´ ) be the result of the similarity transformation underwent by P(x, ) . e new homogeneous coordinates are obtained as:
where φ is the rotation angle, α represents a scaling factor, and t x and t are the translation variables in the horizontal, and vertical direction, respectively. Next, consider that under our desired (i.e. optimized) deformation, the pixel P(x, ) is mapped to a positionP(x,ˆ ) on the image plane. Compared to the similarity transformation, the energy associated to the desired deformation can be wri en as:
where the optimal similarity transformation matrix is denoted as
In our solution, the image deformation is aided by a quad mesh M = {F , V }, where F = {q m , 0 m N q } is the set of rectangular As proven in [32] , applying the similarity transformation on the vertices of q has an associated energy whose linear least square minimization leads to:
where I is the 8 * 8 identity matrix and
. .
In this equation, (x a , a ) and (x a ,ˆ a ) are mapping pairs (before and a er the deformation) corresponding to the vertex a . Similar statements hold for vertices b , c and d . Depth-aware scaling: We now impose a constraint on the desired deformation to ensure depth-aware foreground content preservation. Formally, the foreground content preservation energy is denoted as:
where d x (·, ·) and d (·, ·) are distances in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. As before, a , b , c and d are the four vertices describing face q in the employed quad mesh. To impose a smooth distribution of the depth map weighting factors between 0 and 1, we introduce a sigmoid-like function:
where κ(q) is the mean depth value of all pixels enclosed by face q. We include in Fig. 3 a visual example of an input depth map and associated weighting factors using the above-mentioned approach. A more detailed evaluation of the foreground area preservation is provided in the experimental results section. It should be noted that integrating more complicated methods with depth-based weighting (e.g. a ention models in [2, 10] ) would potentially improve the deformation result, though increasing the complexity of the algorithm. Straight line preservation: Previous work in the area of image deformation [4, 7, 12, 31] has highlighted the importance of preserving straight lines. To ensure this, we impose an additional constraint on the image deformation. Consider a straight line with start, and end points (x 0 , 0 ) and (x n , n ) respectively. Assume that the quad mesh aiding the image deformation will cut such a straight line into n segments. Let (x i , i ), with 0 < i < n, be the cu ing e top row depicts (a) the input depth, and (b) the re ned depth weighting factors. e bottom row shows the overlay comparison of the deformed foreground objects with (c) uniform mapping and (d) our proposed approach. e green areas are detected input foreground objects, while the yellow region in (c) and the red region in (d) are the deformed results using uniform mapping, and our proposed approach, respectively. points. We de ne the straight line preservation energy as:
where λ(l) andλ(l) are the original, and desired slopes of the straight line l in the input and output images, respectively, and ω 1 is a weighting factor. e scope of such a de nition is two-fold. On the one hand, we a empt to make each resulting line segment straight.
On the other hand, we intend to preserve the original slope of the line, from the original to the output image. e (x i ,ˆ i ) coordinates in Eq. 9 can be obtained by means of linear interpolation between the four surrounding quad mesh vertices, i.e. the vertices de ning the mesh face which encloses the pixelP(x i ,ˆ i ). e solution can then be seen as a rearrangement problem, or optimal deformation of the quad mesh, in which new quad mesh vertex positions are derived such thatλ(l) = λ(l). Note that some nonlinear approaches, e.g. iteration-based methods [12] , can be introduced to nd the optimalλ(l) and (x i ,ˆ i ). However, we simplify the equation by se ingλ(l) = λ(l). Such a global solution will prevent the algorithm from converging to local minima. In addition, this enforces each segment of the straight line to maintain its original direction, while the straight line preservation energy E L becomes a quadratic function of the mesh vertices. Finally, the proposed simpli cation comes with the added bene t of time e ciency.
Curved boundary constraints: One needs to impose additional constraints such that the mesh vertices on the boundaries of the original image are mapped to the corresponding boundaries of Figure 4: Curved screen display adaptation for rectangular images. Our result is better than some traditional methods (i.e., using uniform stretching or perspective mapping). In the rst row, (a) is the input color image (the input depth is shown in Fig. 3 ), (b) and (c) are deformed meshes with uniform mapping and our approach, respectively. e second row shows the output results with di erent methods. the curved screen. Let i (x i , i ) be a boundary vertex. Preserving the two vertical (i.e. le and right) boundaries has an associated energy de ned as:
where V L and V R are the sets of mesh vertices on the le and right boundaries, respectively. As before, w is the width of the input image. We now consider the two horizontal (i.e. top and bo om) boundaries, and de ne the associated boundary preservation energy as:
where V T and V B are the sets of mesh vertices corresponding to the top and bo om boundaries, respectively. e function χ (·, ·) represents the shortest Euclidean distance between a vertex and a function describing a 2D curve. Finally, C T and C B are functions describing the (curved) top and bo om boundaries, respectively. Se ing = 0, and = h into Eq. 1, any pixels that lie on the top, and bo om boundaries of the deformed image respect the conditions:
Total energy: Taking into consideration all previously-de ned energy functions and constraints, the overall energy of the optimization function is equal to:
where β f = 50, β l = 500 and β b = 10 6 are corresponding weighting factors for each aforementioned constraint. As it can be deduced from the magnitude of the weighting factors, we aim for a nearperfect match between the output boundaries and the target boundaries. Moreover, we assign a higher importance to straight line and foreground preservation than to shape preservation. Experiments have shown that these parameters enable our proposed system to reach the desired results.
Energy minimization
Intuitively, minimizing the energy function E H is a non-linear quadratic problem. Alternative solutions may be reached by employing iterative methods or constructing a more complicated framework to guide the quad mesh deformation. However, for the sake of e ciency, we impose that for any vertex i (x i , i ) situated on the top (or bo om) boundary of the input image, its targeted deformationˆ i (x i ,ˆ i ) should lie on C T (or C B ). Moreover, we impose the constraintx i = x i during the deformation. us, the total energy remains a linear combination of all linear quadratic functions, and it can be directly solved by a linear least-square minimization. Experiments have shown that such a linear formulation generates a satisfactory deformation. In our implementation, we use Pardiso [26] to e ciently solve the described linear system.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Implementation. We implemented our approach on the Microso Visual C++ 2012 platform on a high-end portable computer with 2.3GHz ad-Core Intel-i7 CPU and 8GB memory. e input image is uniformly separated as 32x24 mesh grids. A er the desired mesh coordinates are solved by the globally optimal deformation, we use the GPU-based standard texture mapping to e ciently render the output image. e computational cost in our system mainly lies in the straight line detection, GPU-based texture mapping and the global optimization. For a full HD image (e.g. the Shark case), the time costs for the three previously-mentioned aspects are about 0.03s, 0.10s and 0.05s, respectively, and the total execution time is less than 0.25s.
Results
We have compared our algorithm against both uniform, and perspective mapping, on various test images. Fig. 4 depicts the results for the Shark image. e meshes used to guide the uniform mapping, and our proposed approach are also given in this gure. It is important to observe that perspective mapping preserves the scene geometry, though at the cost of losing content (see the ground area and the tip of the shark tail). e image generated through uniform mapping preserves the scene content, but a ects the geometry (see the stones on the ground, the pillar and the distant arch). In contrast, our approach e ciently preserves the content of the image, as well as the scene geometry. As an example, the shape of the shark is be er preserved through our method than through uniform mapping. Fig. 5 depicts the results obtained for the BMX image. e comments on perspective, and uniform mapping made in the previous paragraph for the Shark image hold in this case as well. In addition, e evaluation setups on both the controllablecurvature screen and TV.
we include results generated by our approach with and without straight line preservation (see Fig. 5 (e) and Fig. 5(f) ). One can easily observe the importance of straight line preservation in the output result, as well as the accuracy of the straight line modeling in our algorithm.
More examples can be seen in Fig. 6 and the supplemented le. In such examples that the geometry of the planar is be er preserved with our approach than with uniform mapping; as expected, perspective mapping crops the result. It is also obvious that uniform mapping bends straight lines, while our approach can avoid such a negative e ect. In general, one can observe that the uniform mapping introduces geometric distortion for the plane area, while perspective mapping crops content on the top, and bo om areas. In contrast, our approach is not prone to such phenomena.
A previous example of the depth-aware foreground preservation was given in Fig. 3 . Comparing to the original size of the shark (green area both in Fig. 3(d) and Fig. 3(c) ), one can easily see that the result produced by our approach (red area in the bo om-right) produces a more faithful result than the uniform mapping (yellow area in the bo om-le ). In addition, to objectively assess the accuracy of the foreground preservation, we de ne the deformation distance by:
where m is the number of discrete points on the foreground boundary. Note that we align the centroid of the foreground before computing the deformation distance. We have investigated various images with di erent curvatures. As it can be seen in Table 1 , perspective mapping tends to be eliminated in most cases, due to the fact that it cuts the foreground (see the label X in the table). On the other hand, the deformation distances in our method are all smaller than those using uniform mapping. Moreover, with increasing curvature, the gains in terms of deformation distance become more signi cant. In other words, our method is more competitive in terms of foreground preservation when the screen curvature is more pronounced.
User study
We performed a subjective evaluation of our proposed approach, of perspective, and of uniform mapping. We note that commerciallyavailable curved screen TVs have a xed curvature and a small bending degree. For this reason, we opted for constructing an adhoc curvature-controllable curved display (see Fig. 7(a) ). In this way, we manage to avoid curvature restrictions and to also prove the generality of our method. e dimensions of the test surface are 120x240 cm. A set of 6 test images (see the rst column of Table 1 ) were projected on the test screen with a single projector and subjected to the evaluation. For generality, we included in the experiment both natural and arti cial images, with various degrees of foreground complexity. We keep the distance r to the viewpoint xed, and express the distance d between the center of the curved screen and the center of the image plane as a percentage of r . We randomly selected the ratios of 1.5%, 3.5%, 6.0%, 9.5%, and 13.5% to ensure a good test base of screen curvatures.
e tests have been performed in a standard compliant ITU-R BT.500-1138 [3] visual quality test facility, consistent with classical still image evaluations. e evaluation methodology is in line with user studies presented in [11] and [12] , in the sense that the users were asked to mark their preference among the displayed results.
e viewing distance was inside the e ective view angle and close to the sweet spot of the curved screen. We opted for a singlestimulus evaluation, in which the result of each projection method was evaluated in pre-recorded, non-interactive 10-second test sequences. In total, each session lasted for 10 minutes, which includes the 10 seconds allocated per method for each image, as well as the scoring time. 15 participants (including one professional expert) have been invited to evaluate the test sequences. For each sequence, di erent mapping results were shown in a random order, and the participants were asked to vote their preference. Fig. 8 depicts several mapping results with di erent curvatures.
Extreme curvatures. We also performed the evaluation for extreme curvatures, where the deformed images (i.e. on the image plane) were displayed on a classical TV screen (see Fig. 7(b) ). is was still in the same standard compliant ITU-R BT.500-1138 visual quality test facility, with the same characteristics as in the rst evaluation. e test conditions were identical to the rst evaluation, with the exception that the reference input image was shown before the three mapping results. In this case, the curvature of the screen corresponded to d being 13.5%, 18.5% 23.5%, and 29.5% of r .
Experimental results can be seen in Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 9(b) , where the two aforementioned test setups are calculated for various curvatures, respectively. In all cases, our method was chosen with a majority over both perspective, and uniform mapping. Perspective mapping had the lowest scores. is is likely to be caused by the fact that perspective mapping crops the displayed content.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present an e cient content-aware and depthaware mapping method for curved screen displays. Our method faithfully preserves not only the content, but also the geometry of the objects inside each input picture. Moreover, our method manages to preserve both foreground, and straight line preservation.
e proposed approach has several limitations. Firstly, our optimization solution relies on accurately weighting of the depth maps and extraction of straight lines. Any inaccuracies can result in visual distortion. Moreover, our solution does not extract and preserve free-form lines. As a consequence, such lines might be subjected to undesired deformation. Inaccurate depth maps and the fact that our algorithm does not identify or preserve any existing curves may lead to a sub-optimal result as well. Figure 10 : A failure case. Although our algorithm can better preserve the foreground, some implausible distortions are introduced in the lower depth region of the image due to the inaccurate depth map and the lack of free-form curves extraction and preservation.
failure example. Although our method faithfully preserves the foreground (see Spiderman gure), the area around the vanishing point is distorted. A be er analysis of the 3D scene geometry, as well as of camera parameters, might improve the proposed mapping. One of the most likely directions of our future work is an extension of the proposed approach to stereoscopic image and 2D video (with associated depth maps). In the la er case, spatio-temporal consistency would be critical. Our approach might also bene t from robust and accurate video content description(e.g. [17] ). For this reason, we will investigate the possibility of incorporating motion object modeling and adaptive video mesh representation formats into the proposed framework.
